TO INSTALL CR SERIES ARCHITECTURAL LED TROFFERS:

STEP 1:
Unpack the CR troffer from its shipping container.

STEP 2:
Install the (4) T-Bar clips included with the luminaire (located in pre-pack fastened to luminaire J-Box).

STEP 3:
Place the CR troffer into the T-Bar Ceiling panel. Ensure T-Bar clips are attached to the T-Bar.

TO INSTALL CR SERIES LED LIGHT ENGINES:

STEP 1:
Unpack the CR light engine from its shipping container.

STEP 2:
Install (4) S-Hooks (not included) into the hanging tabs.

STEP 3:
Tie jack chains (not included) with the S-hooks on each end of the light engine and secure the jack chains with pendants/hanging chains.

STEP 4:
Adjust the jack chains location to evenly balance fixture.

NOTE: All additional objects need to be placed in the center of CR-LE.
**WIRING INSTRUCTIONS:**

**STEP 1:**
Remove access plate to access control wiring (A) & power wiring (B). Using a screw driver blade, remove appropriate knockout from access plates to route input conduit.

**EXPANDED J-BOX ASSEMBLY OPTION:**
In the case of through wiring with conductors larger than 14 gauge, it is recommended to utilize the EJBCR-5PK accessory to expand the junction box volume, thereby allowing for additional space for wiring and wiring fasteners. EJBCR-5PK is supplied separately and attaches to existing J-Box assembly. It is sold in minimum quantities of five.

**STEP 2:**
Connect power conduit and dimming conduit to access plates (and expanded J-Box if needed). Connect wires as shown in wiring diagram. Push all wires back into the boxes and reinstall the access plates.

- **GREEN** – Ground
- **WHITE** – Neutral
- **BLACK** – Line
- **VIOLET** – Lutron EcoSystem® Dimming Control
- **VIOLET & WHITE** – Lutron EcoSystem® Dimming Control
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